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Programme notes
Symphony No. 28 in A (1765)
Allegro di molto; Poco adagio; Menuet & Trio: Allegro molto; Presto assai
Symphonies Nos. 28–31 are all dated 1765 on the autographs; the presence of the flute in Nos. 30 and 31
suggests that they must have been composed before the flautist in the Esterházy orchestra (Fritz Sigl) was
dismissed on 13 September 1757 for having set fire to a roof while shooting birds! Symphony No. 28 was
probably composed as separate pieces to introduce the various parts of a play. The finale was almost
certainly added to the symphony at a later date, and the internal movements are somewhat eccentric. The
slow movement is a “conversation” between the string section en masse and the violins alone. The minuet
uses an effect known as bariolage – a French word which literally means ‘an odd mix of colours’ – in which
the same note is played alternately on stopped and open strings, resulting in a contrast of tone-colours.
The trio is a folk-like melody in the minor key that reminds us that Eisenstadt was then in Hungary and is,
even today, spiritually remote from sophisticated Vienna.

The image top left is of the
Haydnsaal in the
Esterhazy Palace,
Eisenstadt, Austria.
With dimensions of
38m (l), 14.7m (w) & 12.4 (h),
its volume [6,800 m3]
is very similar to that of the
Curtis Auditorium
(image top right)

The portrait to the left is
Ludwig Guttenbrunn’s
depiction of Haydn c. 1770.
The one to the right is
Thomas Hardy’s of 1791

Symphony No. 60 in C, “Il distratto” [“The distracted”] (1774)
Adagio – Allegro di molto; Andante; Menuetto & Trio; Presto;
Adagio (di Lamentatione) – Allegro; Finale: Prestissimo
The nickname for this symphony comes from a play by Jean François Regnard called Le Distrait, for which the
component movements originally served as incidental music (overture, four entr’actes and finale). Much use is
made of “borrowed” music – traditional tunes, many from southeastern Europe, are piled atop each other, and
even (an unidentified) plainchant is quoted. The work’s theatrical credentials are never in doubt: the opening
movement, for example, was surely intended as the overture to the evening's entertainment. Particularly
dramatic is the dying away of the music of this movement, only to restart in a resounding clatter of timpani.
The fifth movement briefly introduces timpani and trumpets - not to be found again in a Haydn symphonic slow
movement until No. 88 (1787). In the finale of this six-movement symphony, the members of one particular
instrument are so ‘distracted’ as to find their lowest strings mistuned, but to detail the marvellous coup de
théâtre that takes place just after the re-start of the final movement would be to spoil one of the best examples
of humour to be found in Haydn’s symphonies! Listen – and believe!
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Enclosed in your programme today is a revised summary sheet detailing the dates and revised programmes for the remainder of the cycle.
Whilst we hope dates and programmes will not change, minor revisions might occur if either practicalities or contemporary scholarship dictate.
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Last month we highlighted an example of Haydn supporting one of his Musici (flautist Sigl) when the latter
accidentally set fire to the roof of a Court building in September 1765. Today we counterbalance that with a
glimpse at his relationship with his superior, Kapellmeister Georg Werner. The pre-eminent Haydn scholar,
H. C. Robbins Landon, in his Chronicle 1765 1 , reproduces the letter Werner wrote to Prince Nicolaus of
Esterházy on 8 October 1765:
I am forced to draw attention to the gross negligence in the local castle chapel, the unnecessarily
large princely expenses, and the lazy idleness of the whole band, the principal responsibility for
which must be laid at the door of the present director, who lets them get away with everything, so
as to receive the name of a good Heyden [sic]; for as God is my witness things are much more
disorderly than if the 7 children were about; it seems that there are only libertines among the
chorus people, who according to their fancy take their recreation for 5 or even 6 weeks at a time:
the poor chapel thus has only 5 or six at a pinch, also not one of them pays attention to what his
neighbour is playing. Over half the choir’s instruments are lost, and they were collected only
seven years ago, after many requests, from the late lamented Prince. Apart from all that, now
most of the church music itself goes out to all the world; before, the late organist took good care
of it, but after his death it had to happen that I gave the key to the present Capell Meister to care
for; but with the proviso that he should draw up a proper catalogue of the items in the choir-loft,
and this should have been copied three times. One for your Highness; the second for the
princely book-keepers; the third deposited in the actual choir-loft. Herr Heyden most willingly
agreed, also with the preparations of the catalogues, which he was to bring to my sick bed; but up
to now nothing has been done.
The cabinet with the music, however, as true Christian men report to me, has been considerably
depleted, which is the more easily credible if one considers that on my sick bed I have already
had requests from three parties, asking if I could supply church music for them advantageously,
since Vienna at present has a considerable lack of church composers.
I, however, left such letters unanswered. But it is easy to presume that they will have addressed
their request to Heyden. Thus the church choir will be meanwhile depleted completely unless
Heyden is seriously ordered to prepare a catalogue at least of what pieces remain.
Incidentally, it is humbly requested: Your Princely Highness should give him a severe order that
he must issue the strictest command to the princely musicians that they appear in the future, all of
them without exception, at their duties. And because it is likely that he, Heyden, will try to lie his
way out of it, the order must come from on high, that the extant choir instruments be examined,
among which there must be 12 old and new violins.
Of the violas, 2 old and 2 new, but 2 Passetel [violoncellos] and 2 good large double basses: all
too soon it will be seen where the truth lies.
Under the late lamented Prince, apart from the usual summer fatique [tiredness], it was ordered
that in winter time we were to give two academies [concerts] a week in the princely officers’ room,
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Tuesday and Thursday, for which two hours each was required. If these were to be reinstated
now, the injurious laziness would be removed, and no longer would such bad practices obtain as,
alas, experience has shown to have occurred.
Because today, as a very old man who has borne the title of Capellmeister here for 37 years, and
because the price of wood has risen considerably, and I as a sick man cannot deal with the
heating myself and am forced as a result to get outside people, who do not forget to look after
their own interests, to come and do it.
Thus I most humbly beg your Princely Highness only out of pity to add two cords of wood to my
emolument, for my constitution is so weakened by loss-of-weight, that my sick body consists of
almost nothing except skin and bones. For such a stroke of generosity I will earnestly pray to
God, not only as long as I am alive but also when I am dead, for your long and happy reign and
for an increase of your rents and income.
With which I most humbly recommend myself to Your Highness’ grace and favour, and remain
Your Serene Highness’ most obedient servant, Gregor Werner.
H. C. Robbins Landon quite rightly asks ‘how much of this diatribe is true?’ and accepts ‘surely part of it.’ He
acknowledges that ‘Haydn was clearly easy-going and discipline was probably confortable under his
sympathetic leadership. Probably, too, the catalogue and condition of the music itself left a good deal to be
desired. It is not likely that the Masses, etc., were actually taken out and sold, but it is quite possible that
some of the manuscripts were lent and never returned. Obviously it was found that no musical instruments
were actually missing. Prince Esterházy, busy supervising the building of the new Castle of Eszterháza in
Süttör, seems to have taken this outburst with a grain of salt, for when he returned it to [Regent] Rahier, it was
accompanied by the following laconic note: “Moreover, I attach the document of Kapellmeister Werner here; as
concerns his laments, you will be in the best position to act on them.” Regulations [Regulatio Chori
Kissmartoniensis] were subsequently issued on 3 November 1765 that transferred the responsibility for
maintaining the Castle Chapel’s music collection and instruments to the Castle Schoolmaster, Joseph Dietzl.
Although Haydn was told to catalogue the chapel music collection and choir instruments, and to ensure the
musicians appeared regularly and fulfilled their duties and obligations in a proper and disciplined fashion, the
Prince was more concerned with ‘urgently enjoining him to apply himself to composition more diligently than
heretofore, and especially to write such pieces as can be played on the baryton’ - the instrument played by the
Prince himself.2
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Haydn wrote as many as 123 trios for the unusual combination of baryton, viola and cello, and three further trios for baryton, cello and violin are
considered part of the series. The baryton is a bowed string instrument similar to the viol, but distinguished by an extra set of plucked strings, in
regular use in Europe until the end of the 18th century. The trios are the most intensively cultivated genre of Haydn’s early career.

